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Charture Phase 1: Research
1970-2000, Routt grew 5x faster than nation, 3x world
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Our Rapidly Changing World: Economy
Since 1990, Routt’s rapid change & growth (except in skiers)
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Two basic reasons:
1. Because people want to move to places like Routt
    – Why not live in the place where your heart and soul soar?
2. Because they can
    – Six basic changes are severing the link between where       
       people work and where they live
          i. Technology
          ii. Economy
          iii. Transportation
          iv. Mores
          v. Values
          vi. Quality of urban life

Our Rapidly Changing World: Why?
The fundamental question: Why are Routt et. al. booming?



PPeople care deeply about PEAS; want to do something to help
sustain these special places they’ve moved to

PSchechter’s maxim: Economies change faster than perceptions;
perceptions change faster than politics
! During periods of stress, our instinct is to look to government
! However, that’s fool’s gold, for government is inherently conservative and

slow to react (generals planning to fight the last war)
PSo what to do?  It’s up to the communities themselves to figure

out how to we sustain these special places – how do they do it?

Charture Phase 2: Actions
Understanding is all very well and good, but what do we do?



PSustainable development is that which "meets the needs of the
present without compromising the ability of future generations
to meet their own needs."

PGreat – but what does that mean?
P In the absence of a more precise and/or useful definition, the

default answer seems to be “Use fewer resources, and use
them more efficiently.”

P If you do just that, will Steamboat still be Steamboat?

“Sustainability”: Just What Is It?
The Brundtland Commission definition is the most widely used



The number of results you get when you Google*...
• Jackson Hole – 3,780,000 
• Steamboat Springs – 4,060,000

• sustainable development – 23,600,000
• Sarah Palin – 23,800,000

• rock and roll – 31,800,000
• sustainability – 32,800,000
• Jesus Christ – 44,300,000

• God – 60,900,000
• sustainable – 70,000,000 
• confusion – 75,100,000
• Allah – 91,400,000

• sex – 850,000,000
• green – 1,090,000,000                       * as of September 16, 2008

A Different Take on Sustainability
“Sustainability”: the Rorschach blot for our time



PMost major change in life is a result of a series of small,
incremental changes
! Acquiring a skill; gaining & losing weight; your kid growing up;
  your community changing

PAdding to the challenge – incremental change in our
communities occurs in a complex, rapildy-changing,

   multi-factoral environment
P Is there an example out there of how to manage and guide

incremental change toward a desired goal?

! Happily, there is...

Sustainability Sounds Good, 
but How to Do It?

Fundamental fact: We live in a world of incremental change.
We need to recognize such change; embrace it; guide it



PToyota’s successes
! World’s #1 manufacturer of cars.
! Profitable every year for nearly 5 decades
! Highest quality, productivity, worker satisfaction, and customer

satisfaction in the industry
PNUMMI
! Transformed GM’s worst-performing plant to its best-performing plant in

just a few years.
< Same employees, same products; vastly different results

PHow? The Toyota Production System
! A method for addressing a complex,
  rapidly-changing environment by making 
  tens of thousands of small, systematic, 
  uniformly-oriented changes every year.
! Key #1: Define & measure everything
! Key #2: Orient all actions toward Ideal 

- the world’s best manufacturer
Success by guiding millions of incremental changes



PMany Mission Statements are Weak, Imprecise
PSt. John’s Hospital’s Mission Statement
! “St. John's creates a healing environment, with a passionate commitment

to healthcare excellence.”
PA Statement of Ideal for a Hospital
! “Every patient, every time, will receive exactly the care they need, at

exactly the right time, with no waste, in an atmosphere of complete safety
for everyone involved: patients, providers, and family members.”

Orienting Toward Ideal
The Statement of Ideal:

A Mission Statement with Rigor and Day-to-Day Usefulness



i) Rigorously defines and quantifies the many aspects of its       
   character
   – If you can’t measure something, you can’t evaluate it
ii) Specifically identifies those qualities which the current            
    generation feels must be available to future generations
   – This generation is the one which must act; by extension it needs  
      to be the one to identify how it will act and what it will act on 
iii) Acts to measurably preserve and enhance those qualities
   – If you can’t measure and evaluate something, you can’t sustain it

The net result?  Sustaining Jackson Hole

Applying “Toyota-think” to Sustainability
A Sustainable Community...



Sustaining Jackson Hole
The goal: to sustain the entire community, in all its facets
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PWhere Are You?
! i.e. Data – what do you actually know about your Area of Interest?

PWhere Do You Want to Be?
! i.e. Ideal – what would you like the future to look like for your Area of

Interest?
PHow Will You Get There?
! i.e. Actions – what steps can the community and organizations in
  the Area of Interest take to move closer to Ideal?

The Sustaining Jackson Hole Process
Each group uses the same methodolgy (3 basic questions)



PEach Working Group developed a Statement of Ideal for its
Area of Interest
! Environment

• Human activities in Teton County will allow for viable populations of all native
species, and the preservation of all natural scenic vistas

! Business & Economy
< Teton County’s business community will support:

• Those economic activities which allow for viable 
    populations of all native plant and animal species, 
    and preservation of all natural scenic vistas; and
• Consistent, reliable, and affordable access to
   Jackson Hole

PAll Working Groups’ efforts were combined
  into the State of Our Community book
PDozens of “mini-Summits” – like professional
   conferences focused on one Area of Interest
   (e.g. Arts or Environment)

Outcomes of Sustaining Jackson Hole
Statements of Ideal; “State of Our Community;” mini-Summits



PSustaining Jackson Hole is really good at identifying problems,
opportunities, and potential solutions.  But then what?

PSustaining Jackson Hole tapped into peoples’ passion for their
community, and its positive atmosphere gave them hope
! Giving people hope is a significant responsibility, for we are dealing with

participants’ hearts, not just their minds
PA basic problem with “sustainability” – there’s no money in it
! The private sector doesn’t “do” sustainability because there’s no profit in it
! The public and non-profit sectors don’t “do” sustainability because they’re

too busy trying to deal with all the consequences of growth (and do so
with increasingly-limited resources).

PBut the problems (and opportunities) are real.  Further,
   if we don’t act on them now, the problems will become
   crises; the possibilities will remain only that.
PWhat to do, what to do...?

Charture Phase 3: Funding Sustainability
Sustaining Jackson Hole is necessary, but not sufficient



PWe’re rich
! Teton WY is the wealthiest county in America (per capita)
! Total economy is roughly $4 billion

PWe take
! Jackson Hole’s extraordinary natural resources are the foundation of all

its essential qualities: its character and culture; its sense of community;
and, most critically, its economic health.

PWe don’t give back
! We’ve relied on the feds to take care of the lands
! The feds are having an increasingly difficult time doing this.

PAn example to emulate:
  Yvon Chouinard and 1% for the Planet
! The founder of Patagonia; keynote speaker for the 
   2005 Sustaining Jackson Hole “State of Our Community
   Conference”

Epiphany
We’re rich; we take; we don’t give back



PGuiding principle
! Jackson Hole’s extraordinary natural resources are the foundation of all

its essential qualities
PMission
! 1% for the Tetons funds and otherwise supports efforts furthering the

long-term sustainability of the Jackson Hole area’s natural resources and
related essential qualities

P 1%’s simplicity
! Member businesses donate one percent of their sales
   to 1% for the Tetons
! 1% aggregates those donations and grants the money
   to fund projects sustaining the Tetons region

P 1%’s power
! By tapping into peoples’ passion for the Tetons, by 
  aggregating funds, and by being completely voluntary,
  1% for the Tetons has the ability to address important
  issues too complicated or “risky” for other funders

1% for the Tetons – Overview
A localized version of 1% for the Planet



1% for the Tetons: The Mechanics
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POverriding principle: Transparency
! Everything is public except members’ donations, grant committee

membership, and rejected applications
! All successful applications and evaluations posted on-line
< A tool for learning, whether the community or future grant applicants

! Only funder operating with that level of transparency?
PVenture philanthropy
! A little bit of money today to forestall future problems or take advantage

of opportunities as they present themselves 
! We expect some projects to not work out

PUse our money at a tool to encourage collaboration
! The ideal application will address long-range,inter-disciplinary
   issues by involving numerious organizations, working across
   economic sectors, and receiving only partial funding from
  1% for the Tetons
! An extension of Sustaining Jackson Hole’s inclusivity

1% for the Tetons: Philosophy
Transparent venture philanthropy



PFocus on sustaining the greater Teton area’s essential
qualities – particularly its extraordinary natural resources – for
future generations

PAddress the critical linkages between the area’s essential
economic, social, and environmental qualities

POffer unambiguous, measurable criteria for evaluating success
PEmphasize forward-looking solutions, i.e. preventing future

problems or turning today's possibilities into tomorrow's
realities

PRealize significant impact or change with the funds
PDemonstrate collaboration by multiple organizations in

addressing issues cutting across jurisdictions and 
   disciplines

1% for the Tetons: Grant Criteria
As with all of 1%T’s core philosophies, the criteria are an

application of the thinking informing Sustaining Jackson Hole



PFounded in June, 2006
PStarted with 18 members; gained 12 more at the kick-off event
PToday, 70 members
! Roughly 7 percent of all worldwide members of 1% for the Planet
! The Tetons are home to more 1% members than in any country except

the US and Canada; more than in any state except California

PTotal raised in year 1 (2006-2007): $100,806
PTotal raised in year 2 (2007-2008): $152,600
PTotal raised in first two years: $253,406

PTotal granted in year 1: $100,806 (to ten projects)
PGrants made in year 2: $145,900 (to nine projects)
PTotal granted in first two years: $246,706

1% for the Tetons: Basic Numbers



1% for the Tetons: Our Grants I
10 year one grants, ranging from $1,000 to $33,106

Stop Aquatic Hitchhikers!
$7,700

Idaho Pathways
$1,000



1% for the Tetons: Our Grants II
9 year two grants, ranging from $4,000 to $40,000

Food Waste Composting
$33,106



1% for the Tetons: Our Members



1% for the Tetons: Our Members (cont.)
In August 2008, we conducted a members’ survey

A way to give back
94%

Like the concept
91%

Set an example
66%

Aggregate donations
57%

Marketing tool
43%

Easy way to donate
14%

Q3: "Why did you join 1%?" (choose all that apply)
1% for the Tetons - 2008 Members' Survey

35 responses



1% for the Tetons: Our Members (cont.)
In August 2008, we conducted a members’ survey

35 responses

Extremely satisfied
57%

Satisfied
37%

Neutral
6%

Q5: "How satisfied are you with your membership?"
1% for the Tetons - 2008 Members' Survey

35 responses



PQ: What can we do to improve your membership experience?
! Keep it up! Enroll more members! Earn more donations! 
! Nothing
! I'm completely satisfied with the experience to date.

PQ: What would lead you to quit 1% for the Tetons?
! 1%P affiliation change (we like 1%P affiliation)
! No active income.
! Oh, fraud, gross negligence, that kind of thing. Criminal activity, stuff

that's frankly unimaginable.
PQ: Anything else you’d like to tell us?
! Thank You!  You do great work and it is really great to be able to be a

part of this and know my donations are so well spent.
! I think we're doing well enough for a young outfit. We should
   address operating costs soon, or problem will (only get worse)
! Be sure to share success stories....results of our grants.
! Thank you for doing this work-it is good work and a fine example
   of civic engagement and local environmental stewardship

1% for the Tetons: Our Members (cont.)
Some comments



PWhy does it work?
! Members’ passion for the community
< 1% gives businesses a positive way to be involved in the community they’ve

chosen to build their lives; the community that means so much to them
! There’s tremendous power in aggregating donations
! It fills an obvious need
! For some members, gain with little pain

PNext steps
! Grow membership in the Tetons region
< Goal 1: retain 100% of membership
< Goal 2: now that concept is “proven,” grow membership and grants

! Propagate to other communities

1% for the Tetons – Observations
So far, so good...



PStrong sense of place and community among residents & visitors
PTradition of philanthropy within the community
PA few initial “anchor” members
PSufficient operating capital
P Local champion

1% for the Tetons – Keys to Success
Five requirements for any community considering the 1% model



PCharture has assembled the elements; now they must be
knitted ever-more closely together
! Information
! Interactions
! Funding

PThe essential paradox facing a community’s sustainability
efforts
! Need a methodology uniform enough to allow on-going collection of

“apples-to-apples” data across “areas of interest,” but flexible enough let
each different area of interest address and honor their unique qualities

Next Steps: the Future of Sustainability
A nice start – now what?



The Charture Model of Sustainability
Using SJH & the web to Knit together the pieces of the community
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PThe Sustaining Jackson Hole legacy websites offer people in
the same field a customizable tool for sharing information with
their peers 

PEach website contains the same basic elements
! Directory
! Calendar
! Blog 

PEach website shares the same guts, including the same
database structure for information
! Allows for scalability and interconnectivity

PEach website is linked to each other
PTwo ultimate goals
! For each Area of Interest to have a web- based community
! For the “State of Our Community” almanac to become a wiki

Information Binds the Pieces Together
Data and measurement at the core of a sustainable community



PTwo basic realities about the economy today
! Economics pushes commodification, but rewards uniqueness
! Consumers are looking for unique; want things customized to their liking
! Tap into these realities, and you can make some money

PThe Sustaining Jackson Hole model gives communities a way to
identify and sustain the qualities they care about
! It is necessary, but not sufficient.

PAs currently practiced, there is no money in sustainabiliity. 
However, if you align mutual interests...

We’ve Still Got a Problem Though
Until we can make money from sustainability, it’s a failure



Making Money from Sustainability – I
The missing piece – linking community with outside world
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Sustaining Jackson Hole AllJacksonHole.com

• AllAspen.com
• AllLakeTahoe.com
• AllParkCity.com
• AllSteamboat.com
• AllSunValley.com
• AllTelluride.com
• AllVail.com



PThe win-win-win-win-win (win5) of the Charture model
! Jackson Hole gets what it needs as a community – a way to pursue

comprehensive sustainability by connecting organizations and sharing
information

! Jackson Hole gets what it needs for its tourism economy – a chance to
remain distinctive, if not truly unique

! Local organizations get what they need – a cost-free way to gain
exposure not just within the community, but to the >100,000
visitors/month to AllJacksonHole.com

! Vertical Media gets what it needs – a chance to make its basically-a-
commodity website distinctive, and therefore gain a competitive
advantage

! Tourists get what they need – a chance to learn about, and therefore be
able to customize, their visit to a distinctive place

PMaking the whole thing work – for the community as well as
economically – is Jackson Hole’s effort to sustain itself using 
the Charture model

Making Money from Sustainability – II
Residents and tourists want the same thing – 

for your community to be special



"What will happen when California is filled by fifty millions of
people, and its valuation is five times what it is now, and the
wealth will be so great that you will find it difficult to know what
to do with it?  The day will, after all, have only twenty-four
hours.  Each man will have only one mouth, one pair of ears,
and one pair of eyes.  There will be more people – as many,
perhaps, as the country can support – and the real question will
not be about making more wealth or having more people, but
whether those people will then be happier." 

A Closing Thought from 100 Years Ago
Lord James Bryce, British historian

(from a speech at U.C. Berkeley, 1909)



In a world of increasing commodification, maintaining uniqueness
and a true sense of community will be the differentiator for
today’s special towns, the key to their future success both
economically and as places to live.  Achieving these goals –
achieving true sustainability – will require communities to take
continuous, active steps to understand, measure, and sustain
their unique qualities and sense of community, all the while facing
forces out to reduce them to a homogenous irrelevance.

My Effort to Channel Lord Bryce
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